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We prove that the least o-algebra containing the projective sets and closed under projections 
is exactly the collection of hyperprojective s ts which, with their complements, can be 
inductively defined with real parameters by an induction of countable l ngth. This provides a
construction principle for this natural class of hyperprojective sets. 
Introduction 
The study of the projective sets has been of great interest o set theorists ince 
it was established that many of the questions left open by the initiators of this 
study were in fact independent from the usual axioms of set theory. Questions 
like cardinality, Lebesgue measurability and Baire property can be answered 
without any hypothesis additional to the axioms of ZFC set theory only for the 
most simple projective sets. In recent years, many surprising connections between 
the theory of large cardinals and the theory of projective sets have been found, 
increasing still the interest in studying more complicated sets of real numbers. 
In his article [1], Addison suggests everal ways to extend the hierarchy of 
projective sets. The study of the weakly projective sets discussed in [2] was 
inspired by his ideas. 
In the present article, we devote our attention to the relationship between the 
weakly projective sets and the hyperprojective s ts considered by Moschovakis in 
[3]. It is proved that the collection of hyperprojective s ts which, together with 
their complements, can be constructed by a countable induction with real 
parameters i  exactly the collection of weakly projective sets, and therefore they 
constitute the least o-algebra closed under projections containing the projective 
sets. 
We will work with sets of elements of the Baire space N = °'o~ of infinite 
sequences of natural numbers or subsets of any space ~ of the form ~ = d~r" x o9 k. 
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We say that ~ is of type 1 if n > 0 and otherwise we say that ~ is of type 0. Most 
of the results presented hold for any complete, separable metric space. 
1. The weakly projective sets 
It is very easy to verify that the projective sets do not form a o-algebra. The 
least o-algebra containing the projective sets and closed under projections is the 
collection of weakly projective sets defined in [2]. These sets are laid out in a 
hierarchy obtained from the Borel sets alternating complementation a d projec- 
tions of countable unions. 
Thus, we put 2~ 1= Borel sets, and define inductively, 
H~ = c(2~) for ~ > 0 
where :r stands for projection, o for countable unions and c for complement. 
The union of these classes, A = Ue<,o,2~= Ue<,o, H~ is the collection of 
weakly projective sets. (Note that for ~ < to, we obtain the usual projective 
classes.) 
All these classes are N-parametrized, and thus we get a proper hierarchy 
E 1 
A~ A~+I for all ~ < to1. 
2. The hyperprojective sets 
We will now recall how the inductive and the hyperprojective s ts are defined. 
Given any space g', let 4 : P(~)---> P (~)  be a monotone operation (i.e., A c B 
implies 4 (A)c  4(B)) ,  define 
and 
4°=U = N{A 4(A) c::A} 
There is always an ordinal tr such that 4 ~ = 4 =. The least such ordinal is called 
the closure ordinal of 4. 
We will be interested in definable operations, for this it is convenient o 
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consider 'set relations' of the type 
~0(X l ,  X2 ,  • • • , Xn, A1, A2,  • • • , A,,) 
where xi ranges over a space ~/and Ai ranges over subsets of space °~i. 
Such a set relation is called monotone if 
qg(xa , . . . , x , , ,Aa , . . . ,Am)  and AICBI , . . . ,Am=Bm 
imply qg(xl, . . . , x,,, B1, • • . ,  Bin). 
A set relation is called operative on the space ~ if it is monotone and of the 
form 
cp(w, x, A ) 
where w varies over ~ and A varies over the subsets of ~V'. 
Such a relation determines, for each x e if', a monotone set operation 
~x:P(~)--->P(°/g) by q~x(A)={w:qg(w,x ,A)} .  
We will set qge(w, x) *-> x 6 ~.  Clearly, 
Definition. The closure ordinal of tp is the least o: such that for all w e o/¢ and all 
xeX ,  
qJ (w, x) x) ,-, x) 
where ~<~(w, x) abbreviates ~7 < tr tp~'(w, x). 
This ordinal is the supremum of the closure ordinals of the operations q~x 
(x 
Let F be a class of monotone set relations, we say that a set R c if' is 
F-inductive on ~¢" if there is ~p(w, x, A) in F, operative on ~V', such that 
R(x)  ~ qg=(Wo, x) for some w0 ~ o/g. 
A class F of set relations is called a monotone Z-collection if 
(i) Every relation in F is monotone. 
(ii) For every space o/g, F contains the relation 'evaluation in o/g, 
E,w(w, A)  ~ A(w)  where A ~- ~/g. 
(This relation is obviously monotone.) 
(iii) /" contains the 2~ ° pointsets (viewed as set relations with no set arguments) 
and it is closed under ^,  v, 3 ~<, V ~<, 3 ` 0 and permutation, identification or 
addition of variables. 
Monotone /-/-collections are defined analogously, replacing ~ by ~ and 
closure under 3 ` 0 by clo~'ure under V`0. 
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The collection pos-Z~ is the least monotone X-collection, 
monotone/-/-collection is pos-/-/~. 
Inductively, we put 
pos-//~ + 1 = V °" pos -X°, 
pos-Z0n+l = :!°' pos_/'/O. 
If pos-A ° = pOS-Z ° N pos-/T~, it is clear that 
pos_ Vo 
P os-A° pos-A°+l 
pos./-/~ff / 
We continue defining classes of set relations by setting 
pos-X~ = 3x(V  pos-//~ ) , 
pos-H~ = Vx(u  pos-X°), 
and the least 
and inductively 
pos-2~+l = 3 x pos-H~, 
P os-// l+ 1 = V'N" pOS'X~. 
These are the pos-analytical set relations. It is not difficult to show that the 
classes pos-X~ and pos-//~ (for n ~ to) are closed under recursive substitutions. 
We arrive thus to the main definitions of this section. A pointset A c ~ is 
inductive if it is pos-analytical inductive on ~r (i.e., if there is a pos-analytical set 
relation tp(w, x, A) operative on A r, and teo ~ )¢" such that x cA  <--> tp°°(tro, x).) 
A set A is hyperprojective if A and ~ - A are both inductive. And A is said to 
be absolutely inductive if there is a recursive re0 satisfying the definition of A 
being inductive. The absolutely hyperprojective s ts are defined analogously. 
We will denote by HYP and 0ND the classes of hyperprojective sets and 
inductive sets respectively. HYP and IND stand for the corresponding absolute 
classes. 
3. Relationship between A and HYP 
Let A be an inductive set. We say that 3. is its closure ordinal if 3. is the least 
ordinal r/for which there is a pos-analytical set relation tp operative on N and an 
C~o ~ N such that 
x~A ~ q~®(O:o,X) ~ tp<n(tro, X) o tpn(tro, X). 
Let us denote by H the collection of all hyperprojective s ts A such that both A 
and • -  A have countable closure ordinal. 
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Theorem. A = H. 
To prove the theorem we need some previous results and definitions. 
Let F be a class of relations. A set relation tp(x, A) is said to be F in F if for 
every Q c ~' x ~ in F, the relation 
P(x,z)  ~ qg(x, {w:Q(z, w)}) 
is also in F. 
Lemma 1. If  qg(w, x, A) is pos-analytical, then it is A in A. 
Proof. By induction in the pos-analytical set relations. 
If B is a ~11 set then, as a relation it is trivially A in A. If tp is the evaluation 
F_~(x, A), then if Q c ~ x ~ is in A, the relation 
P(x,z)  ~-> Ege(x, {w:Q((z, w)}) ~ Q(z,x) 
is also in A. 
Since A is closed under ^ ,  v, 3 ~<, V ~<, 3 '°, V °', trivial substitutions, 3 x and V x, 
all pos-analytical set relations are A in A. [] 
With this lemma we can prove the first half of the theorem. 
Lemma 2. H c A. 
Proof. We will show that if qg(oc, x ,A)  is pos-analytical and ~<o91, then 
qge(a~, x) is in A. We will do this by induction on ~. 
For ~ = 0, we have qg°(a~, x) ~ qg(a~, x, ~), since t~ is in A and q9 is A on A, we 
obtain qg°(o~, x) e A. 
Suppose now that for every 7/< ~ we have shown qgn(o~, x )e  A. Since A is 
closed under countable unions, 
x) = U x) 
n<~ 
is also in A, but qge(a~, x) *-> qg(a~, x  {a~': qg<e(a~ ', x)}), and since q9 is A on A, 
qge is in A. 
Given a~o e N, qge(a~o, x) is therefore also in A. D 
To prove the other half of the theorem we have to work a little more. We set 
out to prove that H is a o-algebra containing the projective sets and closed under 
projections. 
We will show first that H is closed under quantification over reals. 
Proposition. Let R(x, fl) be inductive with countable closure ordinal. Then 
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are also inductive and 
is absolutely inductive, 
3fl R(x, fl) and Vfl R(x, fl) have countable closure 
ordinal. Moreover, if R(x, fl) so are :lfl R(x, fl) and 
v/~ R(x, tO. 
Proof. We will treat the case of the existential quantifier. The proof of the other 
ease is similar. Let 
R(x, fl) <--> tp<X(tro, x, fl) <--> tpX(cro, x, fl) <--> qg=(Oro, X fl) 
with 3. < to1 and tp a pos-analytical relation operative on 2(. Let 
cp l ( tr, fl, x, A ) *-~ qg (o:, x, fl, {a":A(tr', fl')}) 
and 
~2(a¢, x, A) *-> 3/3 A(cr,/3). 
Define by induction the sets 
J~(~, t~,x) ~ ~1(~, t~,x, {(~', t~'):J~(~ ', t~', x)}) 
and 
J~(~, x) ~ ~2(~, x, ((~', t~'):J~(~ ', t~', x)}). 
It is easy to verify inductively on ~ that 
q~(o:,x, fl) ,--> J~(a~, fl, x) and 3flJ~(oc, fl, x) ~ J~2(ol, x). 
Therefore we have 
~t~ J~(ao, : ,x)  
J~(ao, x) 
J~+~(~o, x) 
J~(~o, x) 
(and also R(x, fl) ~ q~<x(t~o, x, fl) ~ J~:X(a¢o, fl, x)). 
We show now that J~2(~o, x) = J~ZX+l(a~o, x) is inductive with countable closure 
ordinal. For this, consider the relation 
~p(y, x, A) 
[7(0) = 1 ^  tPl((7*)o, (7")1, x, {(a~', f l ' ) :A( l^(ad, fl'))})] 
v [y(0) =2  ^  tp2((Y*)0, x, {(a~', f l '):A(l"(a¢', fl'))})] 
where ^  stands for concatenation, y*(n) = y(n + 1) for all n and (~, fl) is a real 
reeursively coding the pair (a~, fl). 
Obviously ~p is a pos-analytieal relation operative on 2(. A routinary induction 
on ~ yields 
~( l^(ac ,  f l ) ,x)  <--> J~(o~, fl, x) and ~e(2^(a~,fl),x) <--> J~E(O:,X). 
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Therefore, 
R(x, , - - ,  x) 
W<X+l(2^ (a~o, 6) ,x )  
Since ,~ + 1 < to1, 
closure ordinal. 
(for any 6 • A r) 
~p=(2^ (a~o, 6) ,x) .  
we have shown that 3fiR(x, fl) is inductive with countable 
[] 
(In general it can b6 shown that J~(o:, fl, x) and J~(a~, x) are absolutely 
inductive, see [3, p. 416] for more general results.) 
From this follows that H is closed under quantification over dr. Because if 
R(x, fl) is in H, both R and R complement are inductive with countable closure 
ordinal, and thus 3fiR(x, fl) and its complement, Vfl-TR(x, fl), have also this 
property. The same holds for Vfl R(x, fl). 
Lemma 3. IHI contains the projective sets. 
Proof. Let us first prove that all closed sets are in H. 
If R c ~ is a ~ set, then, as a relation, it is pos-analytical (it is in fact pos-/-/~l). 
So the set relation 
qg(a, x, A) ~ R(x) 
is pos-analytical nd operative on N. Moreover, we have 
qg°(or, x) ~-~ q~(tr, x, t~) ~ R(x). 
So, the closure ordinal of ti0 is 0, and for any a~0 • A c, 
R(x) ~ qg~(tro, X) ~ tp°(O~o,X). 
This shows that the ~ sets are inductive with countable closure ordinal. 
Analogously for the Z '° sets, and so we have that the ~ sets are in H. 
If R c ~ is a closed set (i.e. //~), then there is a ~ set R*c  ~c x ~ and a 
#o • ~c such that R (x) ~ R* (flo, x). 
Let qg(ol, fl, x, A) ~ R*(fl, x), and define 
~p(t~, x, A) ~ tp((t~)o, (oc)l, x, A). 
Then 
R(x) ~-~ R*(flo, X) ~ ~p=((o:, flo),X) ~ ~P°((o:, flo),X) 
for any a~ • N. Thus closed sets are inductive with countable closure ordinal. 
Since a similar argument works for open sets, we have shown that closed sets 
are in H. This, together with the previous proposition, yields the desired 
result. [] 
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Lemma 4. H is closed under projections. 
Proof. If R(x, ol) is in H, then by the previous proposition both :lte R (x, o 0 and 
Yte-aR(x, tr)are inductive with countable closure ordinal. [] 
To complete the proof of the theorem we have only left to prove that H is a 
a-algebra. For this we need some results of Moschovakis. 
Theorem [3, p. 418]. Every absolute inductive relation is pos-H~ inductive on J¢'. 
Using the fact that ZI is co-parametrized, the proof of 7.C.14 [3, p. 418] yields 
the following result. 
Theorem.  The pointclass of absolutely inductive pointsets is co-parametrized. 
Moreover, for each space ~g there is a pos-YP2 relation G(o:, n, x, A) with o: • N, 
n • co, x • ~ and A c J¢" such that for each pos-H~ relation ~p, there is no • to for 
which 
~(tr ,  x) <--> Ge(oL, no, x) for all ~. 
The same holds for any pos-analytical ~p. 
In particular, G ® is an co-parametrization f the fixed points of pos-lI~ relations. 
(From this follows immediately that the absolutely pos-H~ inductive relations are 
co-parametrized.) 
Lemma 5. H/s closed under countable unions. 
Proof .  Let R c ~ be inductive. Then there is R* c N x ~ absolutely inductive 
such that for some ~r • N, 
R(x) *-> R*(tr, x). 
If (71 is an co-parametrization f the class of absolutely inductive sets, then for 
some n • to, 
R(x) *-> R*(ol, x) *-> Gl(n, o:, x). 
This shows that the class of inductive sets is )¢'-parametrized by G~((n, o:), x) = 
Gl(n, o~, x). 
Let {P~:i • co) be a countable collection of inductive sets, and let P = i..Ji~o" P, 
we have 
P(x) .-> =li P~(x) .-> :ii G~((fl)i, x) 
where fl = ((fl)o, (fl)l, • • • ) and (fl)i is a parameter corresponding to P/. 
Thus P(x) is inductive since the class of inductive sets is closed under 3 °' and 
recursive substitution (cf. [3, p. 417]). 
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But we have to show that if each P~ has countable closure ordinal, then the 
same is true for P. 
Let thus for all i e to, Zi < to be the closure ordinal of P~. Using the relation G 
of the previous theorem, for each i there is tri e N and ni~ to such that 
ei(x) ~'> a1'(Oli, hi, x) ~ a~(oLi, ni, x). 
Let I =L.J {~i:i E to} (~ < (3)1) and let fl = ( (o:i, hi): i  e to), then 
P(x) ~ 3i GX((fl)i, x)  ~ 3i G~(fli, ni, x). 
Therefore P is inductive with countable closure ordinal. A similar argument 
shows that the complement of P is also inductive with countable closure 
ordinal. [] 
The theorem follows from Lemmas 2, 3, 4 and 5. 
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